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ABSTRACT
1

Non-volatile random-access memory1 has gained recent attention
because of its guaranteed data persistence and low data access
latency. In-memory key-value stores generally operate by storing
log files, which generate disk I/O to prevent data loss from
unexpected system failure. As the performance of in-memory keyvalue stores is bound by disk speed, the advent of NVRAM can be
a viable solution to alleviate performance degradation. However,
leveraging NVRAM to store entire data is nascent in terms of the
cost per capacity. We propose a novel hybrid key-value scheme
that consists of NVRAM and dynamic random-access memory,
which supports a higher level of data persistence while
maintaining high performance. Results from our proposal scheme
show outstanding results against NoSQL benchmarks in terms of
performance per data persistency. In addition, our scheme
provides scalability allowing NVRAM and DRAM to be used
without possibility of data loss.

INTRODUCTION

In-memory key-value store [6] is a database that holds all the
metadata in dynamic random-access memory (DRAM), including
the key-value data. However, since DRAM is volatile, data is lost
when a system is unexpectedly crashed. To prevent data loss,
Redis [15], a well-known open source In-memory key-value store
widely used in various enterprise solutions, provides two types of
logging schemes known as Redis-database file (RDB) and
append-only file (AOF). As both schemes generate disk I/O to
access persistent storage, Redis suffers from critical performance
issues.
Non-volatile random-access memory(NVRAM, NVM) has been
considered a promising device for replacing the existing block
devices, such as hard disk drives or solid-state drives. Several
NVRAM devices [3, 12] have been actively researched. As
NVRAM provides high performance, that is comparable to
DRAM, it can be used to alleviate the performance gap between
DRAM and slower block devices. Although In-memory key-value
stores leverage DRAM to achieve high throughput for client
requests, the stores maintain information in a persistent device to
facilitate recovery from an unexpected system crash, which
bounds the entire performance of the system. As NVRAM
preserves data even if failure occurs, while maintaining higher
performance than block devices, studies that utilize NVRAM in
memory stores have emerged in recent years [5, 9, 18, 22].
Intel implemented an NVRAM-aware Redis to mitigate the
performance degradation using persistent development kit
(PMDK) APIs to develop NVRAM-related architecture. However,
designating NVRAM as the main Redis storage is premature
because NVRAM devices are not commercialized and do not have
the capacity required to be cost effective [21].
We propose a novel data management scheme to utilize a hybrid
environment consisting of NVRAM and DRAM. To achieve this,
we designed a hybrid architecture with a relatively limited cost
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per capacity of NVRAM. In addition, boosting the utilization of
DRAM is our primary contribution while also increasing data
persistence over that of the conventional persistence model of
Redis.

2
2.1

3

METHODS

We propose a new database system to maintain performance
against persistency and to overcome the limited cost per capacity
of NVRAM. The proposed model uses NVRAM to lower the
AOF log dependency so that frequent rewrites do not occur. We
describe our proposed method for building an NVRAM-DRAM
eviction system. Because the cost per capacity of NVRAM is
limited, we extend the total storage capacity using DRAM by
evicting some victims from NVRAM to DRAM. An outline of the
proposed structure is shown in Fig. 1.

BACKGROUND
Redis Persistence Methods

Redis provides two persistence methods for preserving data from
unexpected system crashes: RDB and AOF [16]. RDB is a
snapshot file in binary format consisting of the Redis contents.
Redis periodically saves this file at a user-defined time. While
RDB provides fast recovery times, Redis cannot guarantee data
persistence between successive generations of RDB.
On the contrary, AOF is a file tracing the commands that modify
the contents of Redis. The commands are kept in the AOF buffer
in memory, and the contents of the AOF buffer are flushed to a
persistent disk through an fsync call. AOF provides a higher level
of data persistence than RDB. However, depending on the fsync
invocation policy, Redis cannot guarantee persistence across the
entire set of data, or its performance can be poor. For example, the
“always” policy, which invokes fsync whenever a command is
requested, heavily degrades the throughput of Redis. The
“everysec” policy uses a background thread to invoke an fsync
call every second and cannot guarantee all commands between
fsync invocation.
AOF continuously writes the command requested to Redis, so its
file size becomes infinitely large. To prevent this problem, Redis
performs an AOF-rewrite operation. If the size of an AOF file
becomes larger than a certain size, Redis temporarily delays
incoming commands and writes stored data to a new AOF file as a
SET command log. After writing a new AOF file, Redis replaces
the old AOF file with the new file. Since the commands are
delayed while the AOF rewrite is performed, AOF rewrite is a
major factor that temporarily degrades the performance of Redis.
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Figure 1: Outline of the NVRAM-DRAM hybrid database
system.
First, NVRAM was set to tier 1 storage and data were stored in
NVRAM. When the capacity of NVRAM exceeded the set point,
the system selects victims by the least-recently-used (LRU) policy.
These victims are evicted to tier 2 storage, DRAM with AOF log
writing. To improve utilization of DRAM space, a hash table built
in the DRAM manages both data in NVRAM and DRAM. If the
system experiences failure, a recovery handler will reconstruct
data from the AOF log file first, and data is subsequently
reconstructed from NVRAM. When the system reconstructs data
from NVRAM, if data are already present in the database, that
was already been reconstructed from AOF, then it is rewritten to
data from NVRAM because the data in NVRAM are up-to-date.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a situation where the AOF log buffer
is flushed. Prior to flushing the AOF log buffer, the victims are
kept in the NVRAM list to prevent data loss during flushing. After
the AOF log buffer is flushed, victims are removed from the
NVRAM list.

2.2 PMDK/Redis
Intel implemented NVRAM-aware Redis with the PMDK API
[14], which supports transactional updates to NVRAM and
preserves data persistence between the CPU and NVRAM.
NVRAM-aware Redis stores Redis keys and values in a memory
pool, which is allocated in NVRAM as a mapped file. As the
PMDK API requires additional latency to ensure data persistence,
NVRAM-aware Redis stores internal structures like hashes in
DRAM. The internal structure can be reconstructed by referencing
a list that keeps the addresses of the keys and values in NVRAM
when the system restarts. NVRAM-aware Redis guarantees data
persistence generated from all modifications compared with Redis,
the performance against persistence is remarkable. However, as
NVRAM has not been commercialized, designating NVRAM as
primary storage is immature in terms of cost per capacity.
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4.1

Victims are chosen to be sent to DRAM from NVRAM by an
eviction policy. We used the LRU policy for our eviction policy.
This is because, we can greatly reduce the total number of
evictions when updates occur frequently if we perform eviction
with LRU. If a victim that was evicted by DRAM is updated, it
will be returned to NVRAM because NVRAM is the higher-level
storage. Then, if we choose the LRU policy that rarely updates
victims, victims will not return to NVRAM because selected
victims have low update probability. Therefore, in the case that
victim selection is updated frequently, the LRU policy could be
used as a proper eviction policy.

In this test, we measured the usage of NVRAM for PMDK/Redis
and NDHedis. We used the Redis-benchmark[17] and stored nonredundant key-value data. We set the size of the data to 32 Bytes.
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3 TB of HDD. 8 GB of NVRAM in DRAM was built using the
NVRAM emulator [4] provided by PMDK.
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Table 1: Latency of NVRAM devices.
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Fig. 3 shows the NVRAM utilization results used by
PMDK/Redis and NDHedis. In NDHedis, when the capacity of
the NVRAM increases by more than a certain amount, the data is
evicted to the DRAM. Therefore, the capacity of provided by
NVRAM and used by NDHedis is much smaller and constant than
PMDK/Redis. NDHedis showed the same NVRAM capacity as
PMDK-Redis when storing 100,000 data entries, but it is a factor
0.06 smaller than the NVRAM capacity of PMDK/Redis when
storing 2,000,000 data entries.
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Figure 3: NVRAM usage evaluation results.
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Our recovery system reconstructs a hash table and recovers data
that was stored in DRAM. In addition, the system remaps the data
address stored in NVRAM to the hash table. During step 1,
evicted entries are restored in the DRAM while the AOF log file
is recovered. During step 2, victims that were not erased from the
NVRAM list are restored to the DRAM. Because AOF logs of
victims are not written yet, the system again attempts to write the
AOF logs of victims to the disk. After the AOF log buffer is
flushed to the file, victims in the NVRAM victim list are cleared.
Finally, recovery completes during step 3 while reconstructing KV data from the NVRAM list. Database persistence is fully
maintained because victims must be stored in either the AOF file
or the NVRAM list.
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CONCLUSIONS

We designed and implemented a hybrid system that compensates
the capacity limit of NVRAM and the volatile limit of DRAM.
Compared with Redis, which has fast performance but is partially
persistent, we guarantee data persistence using NVRAM. We also
store data in the NVRAM first, thereby reducing the occurrence of
AOF-rewrite so that no performance degradation occurs. In
addition, compared with PMDK/Redis, which is persistent and
fast but has limited capacity, we overcome the limitation of cost
per capacity by using DRAM to extend the entire capacity. Our
proposal provides the same persistence level as PMDK/Redis by
supporting persistence during an eviction.
In a further study, we will apply other eviction algorithms to the
NVRAM eviction policy. Since maintaining a priority queue is
costly, we will design the structure of the list built into NVRAM
with a different structure, such as a tree or heap. AOF-rewrite can
still occur if the amount of stored data is very large. We will
improve the performance by re-designing the AOF-rewrite
operation using NVRAM.
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